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4 Reasons to Use AnastasiaDate’s Flowers and Presents Service
All relationships must have romance – especially so if two people are in different parts of the world. That is why it is important for you as the man in the
relationship to be very creative in order to: 1. Start the romance or 2. Keep the romance going.

It is very easy when an AnastasiaDate couple is at the early stages of the relationship when the new couple is experiencing the greatness of having found
new love online – the anticipation of every video call, excitement when the prone rings, text messaging at all hours of the day and night. 

However, it is not as easy once a couple is a few years into the relationship. The truth is that creativity
already has or is fading when a couple hasn’t gotten together after all this time. So what can you do?

The answer is in an AnastasiaDate service that not many people know about yet: the Flowers and
Presents Service. This service allows members of AnastasiaDate to send special presents to their
significant others in Asia. The presents include toys, gift cards, flowers, jewelry and gift baskets.

AnastasiaDate’s Flowers and Presents Service is useful to you because:

1. It will help with keeping the romance alive.

Keeping the romance going is your main goal and women love presents. Especially if they come as a
surprise. Receiving a bouquet of flowers is incredibly romantic so why not surprise your partner with
one? If the relationship is yet to be, then it’s a great opportunity for the man to show his romantic side.

2. It shows her that you care.

Sometimes it is difficult to convey our sincere feelings via video calls, text messages and emails. An
adorable stuffed animal that she can cuddle or nice flowers may help to alleviate the longing for physical
presence. They are definitely better than chat messages.

3. It shows your effort and sincerity.

Scheduling time for chatting and video calling plus texting and chatting is a basic to-do in a long
distance relationship. Taking this on shows that the couple is putting in effort to make the relationship

work great. However, sending surprise presence is going far above and beyond. It is a great way to demonstrate how you are putting your heart into it
and that you are also being very sincere with your intentions.

4. It gets you plus points.

By plus points we mean leaving a good impression and being nice enough to get your lady presents definitely accomplishes that goal. A lso giving
presents to your partner’s family or kids also leaves a very good impression.

How to Use the Flowers and Presents Service?

It is very easy. First you must become a member of AnastasiaDate and then go to a lady’s profile, simply click on Flowers and Presents, pick the present
you want(or several, if you like) and then click on order. Members receive a notification when the lady has received the present.
A click on “Delivery Orders” allows members to see how happy the woman is when holding the gift the man has bought them. Members will have access
to pictures of their lady receiving, opening and holding the gifts.
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